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 Herman the schnauzer 

80g grey sugarpaste
15g white sugarpaste
small ball of black sugarpaste
CMC or Tylo
Edible glue
cocktail stick
dresden tool
paintbrush
small ball tool
scalpel
wire cutters

 

In this video Sam shows us how to enhance the hind legs, add the paws and tail
Please note that the video opens in a new page - you may have to use the     

arrow in the top left hand corner, next to the url bar, to return to this page, if possible
open in a new tab  

Make this cute Shnauzer dog with Sam. She has used a combination of video and
pictures to help you create your own little pet to adore and love!

W I T H  S A M  S T R I N G E R

https://vimeo.com/503750977


Add a 1g of tylo/cmc to
your paste - this will

make it easier to model

Watch the Video to
learn how to enhance

the hind legs, add
paws and tail

45g of grey paste into a
ball, taper one end into

pear drop shape.
Flatten the top with

your finger
 

Use the scalpel to add
hair, long lines for long
hair and shorter lines

for a fluffier look.

Glue to front of body
and mark the paws in

with a scalpel

Roll 8g white paste into
a sausage, with the

ends slightly thinner, 
 cut in half. Cut tops at

an angle
 

Using a small piece of
white, make and texture

the chest

Insert the cocktail stick
into the body and trim
with the wire cutters to

about 1.5cm
 



Using 20g of grey
sugarpaste roll into a
teardrop shape and

indent the nose area.

To create the eyes use
the ball tool to create

the eye sockets. Texture
hair

Make a pear shape, and
roll your finger across
the top part to create

the snout. Pop on body.
 

Roll two small balls of
white sugarpaste, glue in

sockets. Add smaller black
balls for pupils. Smooth

using the flatter end of the
Dresden tool.

Lay white over snout,
smooth down sides of
face and up between

the eyes.  

Add two tiny sausages of
grey for eyebrows, white
to above and below the

mouth area. Texture.
 

Add small ball of black
for nose, make nostrils
with small ball tool. Add

another layer of
eyebrows and texture

white fur

Glue to head, use flat
end of Dresden tool  to
smooth  sugarpaste to

head and blend  seams.

Roll two small grey balls,
flatten thinner at tip.
Push tip together to

create a smooth point.
Then use the scalpel to

create hair.



Fold over the ear to give
your dog the typical

Schnauzer look.

Roll small ball of black,
shape into an upside

down triangle make two
holes for nostrils with thin

end of dresden tool.

Add two white dots to
eyes with paste or paint.
Create texture to nose
by rolling thin lines of
paste and drape over

the nose.
 

Here is Sam and Herman.
Don't forget to post your
selfies with your sugar
Schnauzer in the student
group and let us know
what you have called yours!

You can find Sam on her
Facebook page and
Instagram here:-

https://www.facebook.com/Treatmesweetsam
https://www.instagram.com/treatmesweetsam/

